FARMI Smart FT9-CR40 / FT10-CR46 technical specifications

WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
					FOR VERSATILE WORK.

LED LIGHTS
Bending, shock resistant
moisture proof structure
made of rubber.

EXTRA BOLSTER SET
An extra set of bolster
and bogie for safe logistics
of shorter wood material.

FRAME EXTENSION
1 meter extension to
frame at back of the
trailer.

COMBI TOOLCARRIER
Tool rack for fuel can,
chain saw and axes.
Attached to the grill.

TECHNICAL DATA, CRANE

SMART CR40

SMART CR46

TECHNICAL DATA, TRAILER

SMART FT9

SMART FT10

39

46

Load capacity, kg

9000

10 000

1,9

2,3

Gross lifting moment, kNm
Net lifting moment, kNm

26

37

Load area, m2

Max reach, m

6,7

7

Load area length, mm

3732

3962

Lifting capacity, kg / 4 meters (without grapple and rotator

705

760

Dead weight (without support
legs) , kg *

1305

1486

Lifting capacity, kg / max reach
(without grapple and rotator

445

420

Ground clearance, mm *

550

550

Slewing torque, kNm

11,6

11,6

Frame tube, mm

160x160x8

200x200x8

Weight (including grapple and rotator), kg

735

875

Steering cylinders, pcs

2

2

Weight of support legs, kg

295

295

Steering angle

34

34

30 - 60

30 - 60

Bolsters, pcs

3

3

180

180

Tires, standard

400/60-15,5 14PR

400/60-15,5 14PR

On-Off (HPC)

On-Off (HPC)

Tires, optional

500/50-17 18PR

500/50-17 18PR

Standard

Standard

Suitable cranes

Smart CR40

Smart CR46

Recommended oil flow, litres/min
Working pressure, bar
Control valve, standard (option)
3-point connection on support legs

farmiforest.fi

SMART

FOREST TRAILER
COMBINATIONS

* With standard 400/60-15,5 tires

Farmi Forest Oy
BRAKE OPTIONS
Available with 2 or 4
wheel hydraulic or
pneumatic brakes.

CARGO BOX
Cargo box for branched
energy wood transport.
Easy to install in three parts.

OPERATOR STAND
Operator stand for
driver and valves fitted
on drawbar.

LEC 2/6+2 VALVE
60l Direction on/off valve
(standard) with electric switches
on grapple and extension.

Farmi Forest of Iisalmi, Finland, specializes in designing and manufacturing value adding
solutions for forestry harvesting, logistics, and biomass production. Since 1962 we have been a
global pioneer in developing innovative forestry machinery based around the farming tractors to
meet the demands of profitable and sustainable forestry management and biomass production.
Our product range covers tractor-mounted cranes, harvesters, cutting and felling heads,
skidding winches, forest trailers, wood chippers and firewood processors, both for domestic and
professional use. Farmi Forest drives for quality, productivity, safety, and customer orientation.

HPC VALVE
80l direction valve. Hydraulic
pressure controlled.
Available also with electrohydraulic control

CONTROL VALVE LIFTER
For easy and safe lifting
and transferring the
control valve into tractor
cabin

KV140 WINCH
Hydraulic and radio
controlled winch installed
on crane boom. 1,4t
pulling capacity.

OTHER FARMI - FOREST MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

LED WORKING LIGHTS
LED working lights
installed on crane
boom for easy and safe
operation.

Cutting & Felling

Winches

Forest Trailer
Combinations

Cranes/
Log Loaders

Wood Chippers

Firewood
Processors

Accessories

Smart Choices – Since 1962.
CR46 HARVESTER KIT
½” hoses and larger pipes.
Hose cover at the end of boom
and boom extension for safe
and productive harvesting.

GRAVEL BUCKET MK175
021 grapple fitted 175l
gravel bucket

MANURE / SILAGE
FORK RK120
021 fitted manure /
silage fork with 4 spikes

ENERGY GRAPPLE
4- spiked energy grapple
for handling branches

TIRELESS PARTNERS IN FOREST MANAGEMENT
Farmi Forest UK Unit 5 Wheler Road, Seven Stars Industrial Estate, Coventry CV3 4LJ, UK
P. +44 (0)24 7746 1976 Mobile: +44 (0) 78 2453 4508 greg.worley@farmiforest.fi

farmiforest.fi

FARMI SMART
FT9-CR40 / FT10-CR46

Next generation reliable
forest trailer combinations
– agility and durability for
rough terrain.
The FT9-CR40 and FT10-CR46 forest trailer combinations are
the first products in the FARMI SMART series designed to meet
the diverse requirements within forestry management.

FARMI stands for durability, safety and better user experience.

FARMI SMART

COMFORT

FOREST TRAILER
COMBINATIONS

Higher oil flow and working
speed for felling heads with
optimal hydraulics (1/2”
hoses)

Strong, stable and built
to last - utmost yearround reliability.

Bigger and stronger 021
grapple as standard.

These new, tougher, high quality FARMI SMART combinations
are manufactured in Finland. Finnish design, thorough
workmanship, premium steel and lasting components featuring
the latest technology are your quarantee of a quality product.
The new trailer combinations feature even higher specification
with bigger 021 grapple and pendant brake as standard.
Loaders are also now readily equipped with optimal hydraulics
for efficient cutting and felling head use.
Improved technical and structural solutions ensure reliability
and long service life. When developing these new products we
paid particular attention to safe working, smooth operation
and durability. Sturdy FARMI SMART trailer combinations
remain safe and stable in rough terrains.

Smoother loading
with pendant brake as
standard.

FARMI SMART FT10-CR46
A robust 10 ton capacity multi-purpose
combination. 4,6 metric ton loader with 7 meter
reach. Optimal hydraulics for energy grapples
and cutting/felling heads. Available with an
optional harvester kit with boom extension
and hose covers. Loader with support legs are
detachable and come with three point linkage.

FARMI SMART FT9-CR40

FT10 trailer frame
robustness was ensured by
putting it through structural
stress test and overloading
it for a period of over
200 000 cycles.

DURABILITY

Agile and robust 9 ton capacity choice for multi
purpose forest management. 4 metric ton
loader with 6,7 m reach comes with optimal
hydraulics for energy grapple use. Bigger 021
grapple with pendant brake as standard. Loader
with support legs are detachable and come with
three point linkage.

Longer lifetime with
robust boom structure.

Robust and polished
paint finish through
powder painting.

High slewing torque and
durability with 4 slewing
cylinders.

SAFETY

Safe transport with
sliding bolsters and fixing
hooks.

Optimal balance with
shape of load area and
low center of gravity
still giving you excellent
ground clearance.

Better balance with
wide flap down support
legs.

High steering force
with double steering
cylinders.

Cylinder shock protectors
on support legs for safe
maneuvering.

Driving comfort with
optimal weight ratio
on drawbar.

